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(57) ABSTRACT 

In a thermal-type airflow meter that measures an intake 
airflow rate in an internal combustion engine of an automo 
bile or the like, there has been a problem that pulsation errors 
caused by external fluctuations under the environment 
including a large pulsation and reverse flow in the intake 
valve are difficult to be reduced. In order to solve this 
problem, the invention provides a flowmeter comprising a 
detection element that outputs a non-linear Signal corre 
sponding to a flow rate, and a regulation means that regu 
lates an output Signal of the detection element for control 
ling. With this construction, the regulation means executes 
output regulation processing that regulates irregularities of 
the detection element in the output signal, and inequality 
linearization processing that regulates an average value of 
the output Signal after the output regulation processing by 
means of regulating parameters. 
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FLOWMETER AND FLOWMETER SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001. The present invention relates to a flowmeter that 
measures a flow rate of air and gas, and a flowmeter System 
using the flowmeter. 
0002. As an airflow meter to measure an intake airflow 
rate, which is installed on an electronic controlled fuel 
injection System for an internal combustion engine of an 
automobile or the like, the thermal-type airflow meter has 
been widely used because it is able to directly detect an air 
mass flow. In this case, a heating resistor is made up by 
winding a platinum wire on a bobbin and coating it with 
glass, or by forming a thin film resistor on a ceramic 
Substrate or on a Silicon Substrate, or the like. As a method 
of detecting a flow rate, the following can be cited. One 
System is to heat a heating resistor to a constant temperature, 
and to directly detect a flowing current when there occurs a 
flow. Another one is to place temperature detecting resistors 
on both sides of the heating resistor, and to detect a flow rate 
by a temperature difference between the temperature detect 
ing resistors. 
0003. In case of a pulsating flow that involves high 
pulsating amplitude of an intake airflow rate and partly 
accompanies a reverse flow, as in case of a low Speed of 
rotation of less than four cylinder engine and a heavy load 
being applied, the conventional airflow rate measuring 
device lacks in accuracy; and there is a well known flow 
meter disclosed in Japanese Patent Laid-open No. 62-821. 
0004. In order to compensate a dynamic pulsation char 
acteristic including a reverse flow, there are methods for an 
engine control unit and So forth to modify a characteristic 
curve in a reverse flow region by using a reverse flow 
discriminating Sensor, which are disclosed in Japanese 
Patent publication No. 8-511627, and the Japanese Patent 
Laid-open No. 9-15013. 
0005. As a method of reducing errors in pulsations, the 
following are disclosed in Japanese Patent Laid-open No. 
11-316145 and No. 11-337382 and so forth, in which an 
engine control unit or a Sensor controlling microcomputer 
converts a non-linear Sensor output signal into a linear Signal 
(flow rate) by using a map or the like to convert it into an 
airflow rate, and reduces a pulsating amplitude by a filter, 
and thereafter applies non-linearization processing to the 
Signal again, thus decreasing the amplitude of the final 
output signal to thereby reduce the errors. 

0006 Japanese Patent Laid-open No. 6-265565 and so 
forth disclose a construction, in which a Sensor output of a 
current meter used for a measuring device is converted into 
a digital value by an A/D converter, the characteristic is 
adjusted by means of the functional expression of a memory 
that records Specified coefficients, and the results are put on 
the display, or the Sensor output is converted into an analog 
value by a D/A converter to output in voltage. With the same 
construction, a method of reducing influences of fluctuating 
flow Velocity due to pressure fluctuations and So forth is 
disclosed in the Japanese Published Unexamined Patent 
Application No. 8-94406, in which the sensor output is 
converted into a digital value by an A/D converter, and after 
being linearized, the average is calculated, whereby a flow 
rate without error can be presented according to the docu 
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ment. These are to be used for making up a closed System as 
a flow rate measuring device. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0007. In general, the relation between a sensor output of 
a thermal type flowmeter using a heating resistor and an 
airflow rate is described by the following expression, which 
is called the King's expression. 

0008 where Ih represents a hot-wire current, Rh a hot 
wire resistance, Th a Surface temperature of a hot-wire, Ta 
a temperature of atmosphere, Q an airflow rate, C1 and C2 
constants determined by the hot-wire. Generally, the Sensor 
output is detected in the form of a Voltage value obtained by 
flowing the hot-wire current Ih through a resistor. An engine 
control unit used for controlling an internal combustion 
engine converts a Sensor output voltage into a flow rate 
based on the relation of the expression 1, and controls the 
rate of air and fuel in the internal combustion engine. 
However, the relation between the Sensor output Signal of 
the thermal type flowmeter and the flow rate in practice is 
nonlinear (fourth root of the flow rate is the voltage value), 
which requires any linearization means in order to use a 
Signal as a flow rate. 
0009. In the conventional technique, for reducing the 
detection error in regard to the fluctuations in pulsating 
dynamic flows, there is a method that converts the Sensor 
Voltage signal into the airflow rate to linearize it, reduces in 
the linear region the pulsating amplitude by using a lowpass 
filter and the like, and executes averaging processing. The 
method restores the result again as needed to the non-linear 
Signal being the original Signal form, and makes the Signal 
immune to pulsations as a final object. 
0010. There is another method that measures, when an 
intake valve called a reverse flow overlaps in a high pulsa 
tion region, a pulsating flow by using a Sensor capable of 
detecting the reverse flow, in order to capture the Spitting 
phenomenon of an air that returns from the exhaust valve to 
the intake valve in a positive pressure as the piston goes up. 
Here, in order to eliminate influences by the differences in 
the response of the Sensor and in the Sensitivity of the 
reverse flow, the method modifies the characteristic expres 
Sion of the reverse flow Side in the expression 1, and thereby 
decreases the error of the pulsating flow including the 
reverse flow. 

0011. However, in case of a new internal combustion 
engine involving a recent valve mechanism that makes the 
exhaust valve variable, etc., preSSure fluctuations and dis 
turbances in the waveform of flow are likely to occur. The 
levels of the pulsations and the reverse flows are high, and 
they are likely to vary depending on the external conditions 
Such as the number of revolutions of the internal combustion 
engine and So forth, which is a problem to be Solved. 
Accordingly, it has been desired to reduce the error in a 
pulsation region including a high reverse flow. In the above 
conventional techniques have not been made many exami 
nations, with regard to the method of regulating a high 
pulsation error to a low level. 
0012. It is therefore an object of the invention to achieve, 
under the environments of high pulsations and high reverse 
flows of an internal combustion engine and the like, a 
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regulation means that reduces a pulsation error of a flow 
meter according to the magnitudes and frequencies of the 
pulsations, and a flowmeter with a reduced pulsation error. 
0013. According to one aspect of the invention, in order 
to reduce the measuring errors of flow rate in pulsations, the 
flowmeter includes a detection element that outputs a non 
linear Signal corresponding to a flow rate, and a regulation 
means that regulates an output signal of the detection 
element for controlling. And, the regulation means executes 
output regulation processing that regulates irregularities of 
the detection element in the output signal, and inequality 
linearization processing that regulates an average value of 
the output Signal after the output regulation processing by 
means of regulating parameters. 
0.014. According to another aspect of the invention, the 
flowmeter includes a detection element that outputs a non 
linear Signal corresponding to a flow rate, and a regulation 
means that regulates an output signal of the detection 
element for controlling. And, the regulation means executes 
output regulation processing that regulates irregularities of 
the detection element in the output signal, Separation pro 
cessing that Separates a dc component and an accomponent 
contained in the output signal after the regulation proceSS 
ing, and inequality linearization processing that Separately 
regulates average values of the dc component and accom 
ponent contained in the output Signal by means of the 
regulating parameters. 

0.015 Further, the regulation means executes first con 
version processing that converts the output signal into a flow 
rate Signal by means of a first conversion expression accord 
ing to a characteristic between a flow rate and an output 
Signal, and Smoothing processing that varies an amplitude of 
the flow rate Signal after the first conversion processing. 
0016 Further, the regulation means executes second con 
version processing to a flow rate Signal after the Smoothing 
processing by means of a Second conversion expression that 
is used to regulate a flow rate Sensitivity based on a relation 
between the first conversion expression and a reference flow 
rate. 

0.017. Further, in the flowmeter that detects a bi-direc 
tional flow rate including a reverse flow, with regard to the 
first conversion expression according to the characteristic 
between the flow rate and the output Signal, at least a 
characteristic of one direction of characteristics between 
flow rates of both directions and the output signal is different 
from a characteristic between the reference flow rate and the 
output signal. 

0.018 Further, the flowmeter includes a means to recover 
a response of an output Signal before regulation. 
0.019 Further, the output signal by the detection element 
contains a pulsation characteristic, and a regulation means is 
provided which Selectively outputs a regulated pulsation 
characteristic and a non-regulated pulsation characteristic. 
0020 And, in the flowmeter system comprising a flow 
meter and a controller that executes an engine control by a 
Signal from the flowmeter, a signal from the controller 
modifies the regulating parameters of the regulation means. 
0021 Further, the controller is provided with a storage 
means that Stores the first and Second conversion expres 
Sions. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0022. Other objects and advantages of the invention will 
become apparent from the following description of embodi 
ments with reference to the accompanying drawings in 
which: 

0023 FIG. 1 is a system configuration chart of a flow 
meter according to the first embodiment of the invention; 
0024 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of digital processing 
according to the embodiment of the invention; 
0025 FIG. 3 is a graph illustrating one example of the 
Sensor output voltage against flow rate characteristic, 
0026 FIGS. 4A and 4B are explanatory diagrams of 
digital processing according to the embodiment of the 
invention; 
0027 FIG. 5 is a graph illustrating one example of the 
flow rate against Sensor output voltage conversion charac 
teristic, 

0028 FIG. 6 is a graph illustrating one example of the 
flow rate Sensitivity conversion characteristic, 
0029 FIG. 7 is a circuit diagram according to the first 
embodiment of the invention; 

0030 FIGS. 8A and 8B are circuit diagrams according to 
the second embodiment of the invention; 

0031 FIG. 9 illustrates a pattern of resistors formed on 
a Silicon Substrate; 

0032 FIG. 10 is a sectional view of the resistors formed 
on the Silicon Substrate; 
0033 FIG. 11 is a graph illustrating one example of the 
Sensor output Voltage against flow rate characteristic in a 
bi-directional flow rate Sensor; 
0034 FIG. 12 is a graph illustrating one example of the 
flow rate against Sensor output voltage conversion charac 
teristic in the bi-directional flow rate Sensor; 

0035 FIG. 13 is a graph illustrating one example of the 
flow rate Sensitivity conversion characteristic in the bi 
directional flow rate Sensor; 

0036 FIG. 14 is a sectional view of a bypass passage 
installed in an intake pipe; 
0037 FIG. 15 is a graph illustrating one example of the 
Sensor output Voltage against flow rate characteristic in the 
bi-directional flow rate Sensor; 
0038 FIG. 16 is a graph illustrating one example of the 
flow rate against Sensor output voltage conversion charac 
teristic in the bi-directional flow rate Sensor; 

0039 FIG. 17 is a graph illustrating one example of the 
ripple frequency characteristic in the flow Sensor, 
0040 FIG. 18 is a graph illustrating one example of the 
error characteristic in pulsations, 
0041 FIGS. 19A and 19B are circuit diagrams according 
to the third embodiment of the invention; 
0042 FIG. 20 is a block diagram of digital processing 
according to the fourth embodiment of the invention; 
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0.043 FIG. 21 is a block diagram of digital processing 
according to the fifth embodiment of the invention; and 
0044 FIG. 22 is a block diagram of digital processing 
according to the Sixth embodiment of the invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0045. The first embodiment of the invention will be 
described with reference to FIG. 1. A sensor circuit 1 is 
connected to a power Supply 10 to heat a heating resistor 11 
to a constant temperature, and forms a Sensing part of a 
thermal type flowmeter that measures a flow rate running 
through the heating resistor 11 by the interchange of heats 
generated according to the flow velocity. A digital error 
regulation unit 2 composed of digital means including a 
microcomputer and dedicated logics receives an output 
signal Vin from the sensor circuit 1. The signal Vin is 
converted into a digital value by an A/D converter 21. An 
arithmetic circuit 22 applies an error correction to the digital 
value according to the correction data provided in a rewrit 
able memory 23. A D/A converter 24 outputs to an engine 
control unit 5 a Voltage value that is equal to the output 
Signal Vin from the Sensor circuit 1. The Sensor circuit 1, the 
digital error regulation unit 2, and a power Supply circuit 3 
to generate a reference Voltage constitute a flow rate mea 
Suring device 4. In the engine control unit 5, an A/D 
converter 51 converts an output signal Vout from the flow 
rate measuring device 4 into a digital value, and the digital 
value is used for the engine control. 
0046) Next, the processing flow in the digital error regu 
lation unit 2 composed of digital means including a micro 
computer and dedicated logicS will be explained based on 
FIG. 2. Operation processing 40 inputs the output Vin from 
the Sensor circuit 1, which is converted into a digital value 
through A/D conversion processing 41. The digital value is 
provided with response recovery processing 42 as needed, 
and thereafter, for absorbing individual irregularities in the 
Sensor characteristic, output regulation processing 43 is 
applied to the digital value. Thereafter, when the Voltage 
Signal from the Sensor is converted into a flow rate, to which 
the Smoothing is applied, inequality linearization processing 
44 is applied which makes the average values in pulsations 
variable by using regulating parameters. To the output after 
the inequality linearization is applied non-linearization pro 
cessing 45 as needed. D/A conversion processing 46 trans 
mits the Voltage Signal Vout with a reduced error to the 
engine control unit 5 as the output from the flow rate 
measuring device 4. 
0047. Here, before the inequality linearization processing 
44, the relation between the flow rate and the sensor voltage 
given in the expression 1 will be explained based on FIG. 
3. If the horizontal axis is to represent the flow rate, the 
output Voltage from a Sensor draws a non-linear curve, in a 
manner that the Sensitivity at a low flow rate is high and the 
Sensitivity decreases as the flow rate goes up. In a Sensor 
whose output characteristic has Such a relation, even if a 
finely pulsating flow rate as a Sine wave inputs, the detected 
Voltage Signal becomes Slightly distorted owing to the 
non-linear curve, So as to be compressed on the plus Side and 
be expanded on the minus side. If a value obtained by 
averaging this Voltage Signal as it remains is compared with 
the average value of the flow rate, apparently the average 
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value of the flow rate becomes decreased by the influence of 
the non-linear curve. This discrepancy becomes increased as 
the pulsation increases, and as the curve of the Voltage 
against the non-linear flow rate curves larger. Accordingly, 
it is a usual step to convert (linearize) the signal obtained in 
the form of the Sensor Voltage into the flow rate by using the 
characteristic curve, and thereafter to apply the averaging 
processing and So forth. To attain this relation, generally the 
Voltage Signal from the Sensor against the flow rate is 
measured in practice, and a reference characteristic curve 
(called master characteristic Qref) is registered in the engine 
controller 5 or the like. Thereby, the flow rate is calculated 
and used for various controls. 

0048 Next, the method of reducing the pulsation error by 
the inequality linearization processing 44 will be explained 
based on FIGS. 4A and 4.B. FIG. 4A illustrates processing 
used for reducing pulsation influences and noises, not for the 
inequality linearization processing. This is a case in which 
are inputted Sensor Voltage Signals corresponding to flow 
rates according to a high amplitude Signal Qa1 and a low 
amplitude Signal Qa2, where the average flow rates are equal 
to Qave 1. In a Voltage to flow rate conversion processing 
441, the Sensor Voltage Signals are converted into flow rates, 
in accordance with a characteristic curve fx1 equal to a 
reference characteristic curve Qref. In Smoothing processing 
442, a digital lowpass filter or the like reduces the pulsating 
amplitudes of the converted flow rates, and obtains output 
signals Qaf1, Qaf2. The average values Qavef1, Qavef2 of 
the Smoothed signals become equal. That is, the conversion 
into the flow rate with the characteristic curve fx1 that is 
precisely equal to the reference characteristic curve Qref 
will produce the average value of the flow rate that does not 
depend on the amplitudes and frequencies of pulsations. 
However, as to a case in which the flow rates and measured 
Voltage waveforms are distorted depending on high and low 
amplitudes of the pulsations, and consequently the average 
values in pulsations involve errors in the average values, this 
processing does not possess a means of regulating the 
average values in regard to the magnitudes of pulsations. 
0049. In contrast to this, FIG. 4B illustrates a case in 
which the inequality linearization processing is applied, 
which provides a means to regulate the average values of the 
flow rates according to the magnitudes of pulsations. Con 
cretely, after the characteristic curve fx1 different from the 
reference characteristic curve Qref is established to the same 
input Signals as the previous by regulating parameters, and 
the input Signals are converted into the flow rates in the 
Voltage to flow rate conversion processing 441. In the 
Smoothing processing 442, a digital lowpass filter or the like 
produces signals with reduced pulsating amplitudes. There 
after, flow rate Sensitivity conversion processing 443 is 
provided which possesses an output characteristic curve fx2 
for compensating an error (dc Sensitivity characteristic) in 
the Static characteristic, which is produced according to the 
difference between the reference characteristic curve Oref 
and the characteristic curve fx1 in the previous Voltage to 
flow rate conversion processing 441. By way of the output 
characteristic curve fx2, output Signals Qafl", Qaf2' are 
obtained. The average values Qavef1", Qavef2' of the 
Smoothed Signals become different depending on the Signal 
magnitudes. Therefore, it becomes possible to increase or 
decrease the average values according to the characteristic 
curve fx1 in the previous Voltage to flow rate conversion 
processing 441 (this example shows increase). That is, it 
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becomes possible to freely increase or decrease the average 
values, by modifying the characteristic curve fx1 according 
to the regulating parameters, and modifying the output 
characteristic curve fx2 in the flow rate Sensitivity conver 
Sion processing 443 according to the difference between the 
characteristic curve fx1 after modified and the reference 
characteristic curve Qref. Further, modifying the frequency 
characteristic of the lowpass filter and so forth in the 
Smoothing processing 442 by the regulating parameters will 
make it possible to increase or decrease the average values, 
not only by the magnitude of the pulsating amplitudes but 
also by the difference of the ripple frequencies. 
0050 FIG. 5 illustrates the characteristic curves of the 
Voltage to flow rate conversion processing 441 in detail. 
Here, according to the relation between the flow rate and the 
Sensor Voltage in FIG. 3, a Voltage Signal Vin is generated 
in regard to a flow rate Signal Qa with a high flow rate, and 
a Voltage Signal Vinf is generated in regard to a flow rate 
signal Qaf in which the flow rate is smoothed and the 
amplitude is decreased. FIG. 5, arranging the Sensor Voltage 
on the horizontal axis, inputs the Voltage Signals Vin, Vinf. 
Accordingly, to convert the Voltage Signals Vin, Vinfinto the 
flow rates by means of the reference characteristic curve 
Qref will restore the signals equivalent to the flow rate 
signals Qa, Qaf in FIG. 3. In comparison to this, if the 
voltage Signals Vin, Vinfare converted into the flow rates (or 
Signals Q' corresponding to the flow rates) by means of the 
characteristic curve fx1 having a gentler curve than the 
reference characteristic curve Qref, the flow rate signals Qa', 
Qaf after conversion will significantly increase the average 
values thereof, which creates errors when they are viewed as 
dc Signals (static characteristic). To eliminate the dc errors 
needs to use the flow rate Sensitivity conversion processing 
as shown in FIG. 6. 

0051. The output characteristic curve fx2 in the flow rate 
Sensitivity conversion processing 443 will be explained in 
detail. FIG. 6 arranges the Signals Q' corresponding to the 
flow rates on the vertical axis of FIG. 5 on the horizontal 
axis, and arranges correct flow rate Signals Q after modify 
ing the sensitivity on the vertical axis. If the sensitivity of the 
flow rate is constant, namely, the flow rate Signals are in the 
equal relation (Q=Q"), both the vertical and horizontal axes 
will take the equal flow rate signals Qa’, Qaf. With regard 
to this, in order to compensate the dc Sensitivity, by using the 
output characteristic curve fx2 attained from the difference 
between the reference characteristic curve Qref and the 
characteristic curve fx1, the dc Sensitivity can be made equal 
to the average value Qave1 when the previous reference 
characteristic curve Qref is used. However, the final average 
value Qave2 in pulsations when the flow rate signal Qaf 
after the Smoothing processing, for example, is inputted is 
not equal to the intrinsic average value Qave 1. This confirms 
that the average values in pulsations can be regulated by 
means of the characteristic curve fx1 by the first conversion 
means and the output characteristic curve fx2 by the Second 
conversion means, as the dc components of the Signals 
remain intact. The regulating parameters are Stored in the 
rewritable memory 23, and they can be implemented by 
defining the first and Second characteristic curves with a 
polynomial function, a map conversion to approximate by 
the linear interpolation, a table conversion, or the like. 
0.052 Therefore, if the non-linearization processing 45 is 
applied to the flow rate Signals after the inequality linear 
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ization processing 44 being executed, which converts the 
flow rate signals into the Voltage Signals by means of the 
reference characteristic curve Qref Served as the reference 
for the flow rate and the sensor voltage as shown in FIG. 3, 
it will be possible to attain a signal in which the error due to 
pulsations is reduced apparently. If the non-linearization 
processing is on a premise, the flow rate Sensitivity conver 
Sion processing 443 in the inequality linearization proceSS 
ing 44 and the non-linearization processing 45 can be 
implemented with one expression or the map conversion to 
approximate by the linear interpolation, or the like. In that 
case, the calculation load by the conversion processing and 
the quantity consumed of memory will be reduced. 

0053 When viewed from the engine control unit 5, the 
flow rate measuring device 4 for the airflow rate delivers the 
Same Voltage output as the Sensor circuit 1, in which the 
fluctuating level of the pulsating amplitudes is reduced while 
the error in pulsations is regulated. Thus, the method of this 
embodiment enjoys a system merit that allows the A/D 
converter 51 of the engine control unit 5 to use a slower 
Sampling frequency and the like, in addition to the error 
reduction. 

0054) Next, the hardware configuration of the first 
embodiment will be explained in detail based on FIG. 7. 
This is a typical configuration of a flowmeter that obtains a 
flow rate directly from a Voltage Signal based on a heating 
current into the heating resistor 11. The Sensor circuit 1 
connected to the power Supply 10 outputs a voltage signal 
corresponding to an airflow rate. In the Sensor circuit 1, the 
heating resistor 11, a temperature compensation resistor 12, 
resistors 13 and 14 constitute the Wheatstone bridge circuit. 
This bridge circuit is constructed Such that the potential 
difference of the bridge center becomes Zero, by a differen 
tial amplifier 15 and a transistor 16 adjusting a current 
running through the heating resistor 11. This construction 
controls that the resistance of the heating resistor 11 is kept 
constant not depending on the flow velocity, namely, the 
temperature is maintained at a constant value. Then, a Zero 
span circuit receives a Signal corresponding to a flow 
Velocity by the heating resistor 11. The Zero Span circuit is 
composed of a differential amplifier 121, resistors 122, 123, 
124, 125, 126, and 127. 

0055. Now, the heating resistor 11 is made such that a 
heating coil of platinum or tungsten as a heating element is 
wound on the surface of a cylindrical bobbin made of an 
insulating material having a high thermal conductivity Such 
as ceramics, and a glass or ceramics as a cladding material 
is coated thereon. The heating resistor 11 may be made Such 
that a thin film or thick film of platinum or tungsten as a 
heating element, or a poly-Silicon resistor is formed on a 
base of a plate-type glass, ceramics, Silicon, or the like. 

0056. The heating resistor 11 is installed in the air intake 
passage of an internal combustion engine of an automobile 
or the like. A voltage output corresponding to an airflow rate 
flowing through the intake passage is obtained as an output 
of the differential amplifier 121. This voltage output is 
inputted to the A/D converter 21 that is incorporated in the 
digital error regulation unit 2 composed of digital means 
including a microcomputer and dedicated logics, which is 
converted into a digital value. A CPU 221 in the digital error 
regulation unit 2 applies the response recovery processing to 
the digital value as needed, and then carries out the output 
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regulation processing for absorbing the individual irregu 
larities of the Sensor characteristic. Thereafter, the inequality 
linearization processing is carried out, in which the Sensor 
Voltage Signal is converted into the flow rate according to the 
first arbitrary conversion expression fx1 and Smoothed, and 
the Sensitivity is regulated according to the Second conver 
Sion expression fx2, and So on. The linearization processing 
is applied again to the output after the inequality lineariza 
tion processing, as needed. The D/A converter 24 outputs a 
non-linear Voltage to the engine control unit and So forth. 
0057 The digital error regulation unit 2 further includes 
a non-volatile memory (ROM) 223 being a storage means 
incorporating flow rate conversion maps and programs 
Served as the references for various flow rate conversion 
expressions, a rewritable memory (PROM) 23 in which the 
information of individual differences Such as the resistance 
dispersions of the heating resistor 11, the Smoothing rate of 
the Smoothing processing (frequency characteristic, etc.), 
the regulating parameters to modify various functions by 
which the inequality linearization processing is applied, and 
the rate of the response recovery processing and So forth are 
recorded, a random access memory (RAM) 222 used for the 
operation work area of the CPU 221, an oscillator (OSC) 25 
that generates an internal clock, and So forth. The rewritable 
memory (PROM) 23 may not be incorporated in the digital 
error regulation unit 2. It may be one capable of writing 
more than once, Such as a fuse-type ROM, electrically 
erasable EEPROM, batch erasing flash ROM, and high 
Speed non-volatile memory utilizing the polarization phe 
nomenon of a ferroelectric film, etc. 

0.058 Thus, the flowmeter according to the first embodi 
ment is able to reduce the errors due to a non-linearity 
without Sacrificing the basic characteristic of a Sensor output 
from a thermal type flowmeter, and to reduce restrictions for 
using the Sensor. When the flow rate and measured Voltage 
waveforms are distorted in the magnitude of pulsations to 
create errors in the average values in pulsations, the flow 
meter is able to provide a means for regulating the average 
values to the magnitude of pulsations. And, it is also possible 
to expand the range of the flowmeter being applied, without 
being influenced by the external conditions Such as the air 
intake System. 

0059) Next, the second embodiment of the invention will 
be described based on FIGS. 8A and 8B. This is a typical 
construction that detects a temperature difference according 
to the direction and magnitude of a temperature flow being 
heated by a heating resistor. This flowmeter attains a flow 
rate from a Voltage Signal according to the temperature 
difference, which is called a temperature difference type 
flowmeter. And, the flowmeter enables detection of a reverse 
flow rate by detecting the flow direction, and it is suitable for 
detecting a flow rate containing high pulsations. 

0060. In the same manner as the previous embodiment, a 
heating coil drive circuit 1 is connected to the power Supply 
10. In the heating coil drive circuit 1, the heating resistor 
2.11a, a temperature compensation resistor 211C, resistors 
13, 14, and 17 constitute the Wheatstone bridge circuit. This 
bridge circuit is constructed Such that the potential differ 
ence of the bridge center becomes Zero, by a differential 
amplifier 15 and a transistor 16 adjusting a current running 
through the heating resistor 2.11a. AS the heating tempera 
ture of the heating resistor 2.11a is lower, the output from the 
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differential amplifier 15 becomes higher, so that the heating 
coil drive circuit 1 operates to further heat the heating 
resistor 2.11a. This construction controls the current running 
through the heating resistor 2.11a, in a manner that the 
resistance of the heating resistor 2.11a is kept constant not 
depending on the flow velocity, that is, the temperature is 
maintained at a constant value. Temperature detection resis 
tors 211d, 211e, 211f, 211g are placed on both sides of the 
heating resistor 2.11a. The temperature detection resistors 
211d, 211e, 211f, 211g constitute a bridge, which detects a 
temperature difference of a resistor from the potential dif 
ference of center voltages Vb1, Vb2. This method permits to 
attain an output corresponding to the flow direction. The 
temperature detection resistors 211d, 211e, 211f, 211g are 
driven by constant Voltage by a power Supply Voltage Vrefl. 
This method to detect the temperature difference of a resistor 
takes on the differential operation, and it has a good Sensi 
tivity in the range of a low flow rate, which is suitable for 
detecting bi-directional flows including a reverse flow. 
0061 FIG. 9 illustrates one example of a pattern in which 
the heating resistor 2.11a is formed with a thin film on a 
silicon Substrate 211. The heating resistor 2.11a is formed in 
a longitudinally long pattern, on the middle of which the 
resistor is folded back. The temperature detection resistors 
211d, 211e, 211f, 211g are laid out on both sides of the 
heating resistor 2.11a. The heating resistor 2.11a and the 
temperature detection resistors 211d, 211e, 211f, 211g are 
made, for example, by etching the rear Side of the Silicon 
Substrate 211 in a form that the resistors are arranged on a 
diaphragm Structure having a low thermal capacity. The 
temperature compensation resistor 211c is laid out on a 
position being not Subject to the influence of temperature by 
the heating of the heating resistor 211a. FIG. 10 illustrates 
a Sectional Structure taken on a line A-B of the Silicon 
substrate 211 in FIG. 9. The areas having resistor patterns 
are made with the maximum thickness. 

0062). In this embodiment, the center potential Vb1, Vb2 
of the bridge by the temperature detection resistors 211d, 
211e, 211f, 211g are inputted to the digital error regulation 
unit 2. The digital error regulation unit 2 possesses two A/D 
converters 21a, 21b. The A/D converters convert the voltage 
values according to the flow rates into digital values, and 
regulate by arithmetic operations as the digital values. The 
D/A converter 24 delivers an output Voltage Signal Vout to 
the engine control unit and So forth. Here, the digital error 
regulation unit 2 is constructed in the same manner as the 
previous embodiment, however the externally Supplied Vcc 
is inputted to an internal power Supply/protection circuit 228 
as a power Supply. A power Supply Voltage Vrefl depending 
on the Voltage Vcc is Supplied to the A/D converters 21a, 
21b, and the D/A converter 24 as a reference voltage, by way 
of a Switch 225. The Switch 225 is to Switch the power 
Supply Voltage Vrefl depending on the Voltage Vcc and a 
voltage Vref2 generated by a reference voltage circuit 229 
contained in the digital error regulation unit 2. The A/D 
converters 21a, 21b directly input the outputs Vb1, Vb2 
from the bridge circuit; accordingly they need accuracy. 
Here, in order to ensure the accuracy as well as reduce the 
circuit scale, it is only needed to use a AO type A/D 
COnVerter. 

0063. The D/A converter 24 is also configured so that the 
Switch 225 can switch the reference voltage. The reason is 
to freely Select the reference when interfacing with analog 
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values. When the reference voltage for the A/D converter on 
the side of the control unit to be connected and the externally 
Supplied Voltage Vcc vary in the same manner or in Syn 
chronization, the power Supply Voltage Vref1 is used as the 
reference. When the voltage Vcc is irrelevant to the side of 
the control unit, the independent reference Voltage Vref2 is 
Selected. This configuration intends to facilitate matching 
with a corresponding control unit, and to reduce errors due 
to unmatched analog interfaces. 
0064. With the above configuration of the digital error 
regulation unit 2, it is possible to provide a flowmeter easy 
to regulate under the conditions that the pulsations vary with 
high amplitudes over a wide range from the forward flow to 
the reverse flow. The operation will be explained in detail 
based on FIG. 11. This shows reference output character 
istics Qrefu, Qrefd of a flowmeter capable of detecting the 
direction of a flow, which is called the temperature differ 
ence type. With regard to the forward or reverse flow rate 
along the horizontal axis, the Sensor Voltage also becomes 
the output signal accompanying the plus or minus Sign. 
When there is a pulsating flow rate including the reverse 
flow region, a high output Voltage Vin is attained to an input 
flow rate Signal Qa. The reason lies in that, Since the 
reference output characteristics Qrefu, Qrefd have a high 
Sensitivity near the origin (Zero point), the output amplitude 
of a signal crossing the Zero point becomes large. If the 
Sensor Voltage Signal is averaged as it remains, the average 
value is decreased greatly. If the input flow rate Signal Qais 
compared with a smoothed Qaf, a small fluctuation in the 
reverse flow region causes a large Voltage fluctuation. In 
view of the relation between the forward and reverse char 
acteristics and the average values in pulsations, there are 
Some relations conceivable, with regard to the Voltage to 
flow rate conversion and the flow rate Sensitivity conversion 
in the inequality linearization processing, to be established 
to the forward and reverse reference output characteristics 
Orefu, Orefd. 

0065. There are two representative cases conceivable. 
One case is that the reference characteristic Qreful on the 
forward flow coincides with the characteristic curve fx1u of 
the Voltage to flow rate conversion characteristic, and the 
reference characteristic Orefd on the reverse flow does not 
coincide with the characteristic curve fx1d of the voltage to 
flow rate conversion characteristic. Another case is that the 
reference characteristic Oreful on the forward flow does not 
coincide with the characteristic curve fx1u of the Voltage to 
flow rate conversion characteristic, and the reference char 
acteristic Orefd on the reverse flow does not coincide with 
the characteristic curve fx1d of the voltage to flow rate 
conversion characteristic, either. 

0.066 Now, in case that the reference characteristic Qrefu 
on the forward flow coincides with the characteristic curve 
fx1u, and the reference characteristic Qrefd on the reverse 
flow does not coincide with the characteristic curve fx1d, the 
operation of the inequality linearization processing will be 
described based on FIG. 12. This drawing arranges a large 
amplitude Voltage on the horizontal axis, which is created by 
the forward and reverse flow rates illustrated in FIG. 11, and 
Simulates the operation to convert the Voltage into the flow 
rate. When the reverse side takes the reference characteristic 
Qrefd, the flow rate being the input in FIG. 11 is reproduced. 
But, if the characteristic curve fx1d is taken, the reverse 
characteristic will be increased and decreased. Now, attenu 
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ating the amplitude of the flow rate Signal by the Smoothing 
processing and taking the average Qave2 will decrease the 
flow rate against the reference average value Qave 1. Then, 
the flow rate Sensitivity conversion is applied to the 
decreased flow rate signal. FIG. 13 illustrates the charac 
teristic of the flow rate sensitivity conversion, in which the 
characteristics fx2u, fx2d representing the Sensitivity of the 
flow rate are made coincident with the flow rate. Conse 
quently, there does not appear a characteristic conversion by 
the Sensitivity conversion, and the Signal Qave2 with the 
decreased average value in pulsations is finally obtained. 
The reason that the Sensitivity compensation is not applied 
to the reverse flow Side lies in the concept on the use that 
usually the reverse flow Side operates only in pulsations, and 
the Static characteristic including the direct current should be 
ensured only on the forward flow side. When it is used for 
controlling an internal combustion engine of an automobile, 
it is conceivable that there is a reverse flow in pulsations to 
measure the airflow rate to be absorbed in the cylinder, but 
there is not a reverse flow in a State of the intake pulsation 
being not present during a low load. In Such a case, if the 
characteristic on the reverse flow Side does not necessarily 
reflect a true value, discrepancies on the control will be 
ignored. What is to grasp here is the airflow rate that is 
absorbed in each cylinder. Therefore, it is only needed that 
the averaged value is correct. In case of this embodiment, 
Since the Sensitivity conversion can be saved, conceivably 
the regulation of pulsations can be performed more easily, 
however, the regulation of pulsations is difficult to perform 
in the State of the reverse flow being not present. 
0067. In case of using a structure as shown in FIG. 14, 
Such that a Sensor element 211 is placed inside a bypass 
passage 401 being asymmetrically structured to the direc 
tions of the forward and reverse flows, the flow velocities on 
the forward and reverse flows do not become symmetrical. 
In Such a case, conceivably the original characteristic on the 
reverse flow becomes unbalanced against the intrinsic Sensor 
characteristic. In view of these points, the method of com 
pensating the forward and reverse sides both by different 
characteristic curves is considered to have a wider applica 
tion range and to exhibit a greater effect. 
0068 FIG. 15 illustrates an operation in which the 
inequality linearization processing is executed to the for 
ward and reverse sides both by different characteristic 
curves. This drawing shows that both the characteristic 
curve fx1u on the forward flow and the characteristic curve 
fx1d on the reverse flow have higher Sensitivities against the 
reference characteristics Orefu, Orefd in a low flow rate 
region, and have lower Sensitivities (sharp curve) in a high 
flow rate region. In such a case, the method in FIG. 15 
inputs a large amplitude Voltage onto the horizontal axis, 
which is created by the forward and reverse flow rates 
illustrated in FIG. 11, and simulates the operation to convert 
the Voltage into the flow rate. 
0069. When both the forward and reverse sides take the 
reference characteristics Qrefu, Qrefd, the flow rate being 
the input in FIG. 11 is reproduced. But, if the characteristic 
curves fx1u, fx1d are taken, the forward and reverse char 
acteristics will be increased and decreased. Now, attenuating 
the amplitude through the flow rate by the Smoothing 
processing and taking the average Qave2 will decrease the 
flow rate against the reference average value Qave 1. Then, 
the flow rate Sensitivity conversion is applied to the 
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decreased flow rate signal. FIG. 16 illustrates the charac 
teristic of the flow rate sensitivity conversion, in which the 
characteristic fx2d representing the flow rate Sensitivity on 
the reverse Side is made coincident with the flow rate, and 
the Sensitivity conversion is applied only to the forward 
characteristic by the characteristic curve fx2u. This is carried 
out to regulate pulsating influences, while the accuracy on 
the forward flow in the Static characteristic is maintained. AS 
a result, the final average value Qave2" after the Smoothing 
processing of the flow rate Signal Qaf2 becomes Smaller than 
the intrinsic average value Qave1, and a slightly larger than 
the average value Qave2 when the flow rate sensitivity 
conversion processing is not applied. 

0070 According to this embodiment, it is possible to 
easily regulate the pulsation errors, even when there are 
reverse flows and high pulsations, and the Sensitivities on the 
forward and reverse flows are originally different due to the 
bypass passage and So forth. And, Since the regulation of 
errors to the pulsations is carried out only on the Sensor Side, 
the external controller Such as the engine control unit does 
not needs a work to finally modify the flow rate conversion 
characteristic to match with the Sensitivity characteristic, 
etc., even when the individual sensitivities on the forward 
and reverse flows are different. 

0071 Next, the third embodiment of the invention will be 
described based on FIG. 17. The drawing illustrates a 
frequency response characteristic against the ripple fre 
quency of the flow rate Sensor, in the form of the Bode 
diagram. ASSuming that the amplitude condition of the flow 
rate is constant, the basic characteristic f1 of the Sensor 
attenuates according to a curve of the first order delay, and 
in a higher frequency range the amplitude Sharply attenuates 
by the Second order delay. In Such a case, an occurrence of 
pulsations or reverse flows in a wide ripple frequency range 
will expand the measuring error. To lower the thermal 
capacity by placing the heating resistor on, for example, a 
Silicon diaphragm will improve the response. However in 
general, the Silicon diaphragm needs to have certain Strength 
on its Structure, and there is a restriction to lowering the 
thermal capacity, which leads to a limitation to improving 
the response. In Such a case, an addition of a circuit to 
recover the response having a certain characteristic f2 and 
digital signal processing will make it possible to attain a 
characteristic f3 in which the response has been recovered to 
SOme eXtent. 

0.072 FIG. 18 illustrates an image of effect when a means 
to recover the response is employed. The drawing takes the 
ripple factor on the horizontal axis, and the error in pulsa 
tions on the Vertical axis. The ripple factor is defined as the 
magnitude of amplitude against the average value of flow 
rate, So that the magnitude of reverse flow can be grasped 
when an ideal pulsation as a Sine wave occurs, and it is given 
by the following expression. 

Ripple factor=(maximum value in pulsation-minimum 
value in pulsation)/average value (2) 

0073. The difference between the maximum value and 
the minimum value in pulsation shows the amplitude of 
pulsation. AS the ripple factor is larger, the rate of reverse 
flow occupying in the average value of flow rate can be said 
larger. In an engine of an automobile, for example, there is 
a tendency Such that as the engine Speed becomes higher, the 
ripple frequency becomes higher, and in a low speed, the 
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ripple frequency becomes low. In Such a case, the amplitude 
of the Voltage having the flow rate detected becomes low 
owing to the response characteristic in a high Speed, and it 
is inclined to show a minus error, from the average value of 
flow rate. The previous means to recover the response is 
employed for improving these characteristics, whereby the 
errors can be reduced. However, in Such a case, the ripple 
factor becomes larger in the lower Speed region; and even if 
there occurred a plus error, the influence by the recovery of 
response is limited (because the original delay of response is 
little), and the characteristic does not vary accordingly. In 
this case, employing the inequality linearization means will 
make it possible to regulate the pulsation error in the region 
of a large ripple factor. Accordingly, by using the means to 
recover the response and the means to regulate the pulsation 
error in combination in order for achieving the optimization 
of parameters, it will be possible to reduce the pulsation 
error at the same time, which is caused by the frequency 
characteristic of a Sensor, Such as a response delay. 

0074 FIGS. 19A and 19B illustrate an example, in 
which the recovery of response is achieved by means of 
analog circuits. Here, in the drawing, the analog circuits are 
employed, but digital processing may be used for recovering 
the response. In each case, Since the response has a flow rate 
dependency, it is preferable from this point to employ a 
means that directly recovers the response of the Sensor 
voltage signal for the compensation. FIGS. 19A and 19B 
basically have the same circuit configuration as the previous 
FIGS. 8A and 8B. The reference voltage for the temperature 
difference bridge is Supplied from outside. And, a response 
compensation circuit 50 is additionally provided, which is 
composed of a differential amplifier 51, resistors 52, 53, 54, 
55, and capacitors 62,63, 64, 65. To appropriately adjust the 
constants of the resistors and capacitors will modify the 
characteristic of the means to recover the response. In case 
of a means using digital processing, to vary the regulating 
parameters will easily modify the response. To vary the 
Smoothing characteristic of the Smoothing means is also 
effective in increasing and decreasing the frequency char 
acteristic Selectively. 

0075 According to this embodiment, even when the error 
characteristic in pulsations varies due to the ripple fre 
quency, the response recovery means has a Synthetic regu 
lation means of pulsation errors, which permits to expand 
the regulation range of pulsation errors. As a result, it 
becomes possible to expand the applicable range where the 
flow rate is measured to a variable valve engine and multi 
cylinder engine, etc. 

0076) Next, the fourth embodiment of the invention will 
be described based on FIG. 20. The drawing shows the 
contents of the operation processing 40, in which the regu 
lation including the inequality linearization processing is 
carried out in real time by the SCI (serial communication 
interface), etc., of the external controller Such as an engine 
control unit (ECU). 
0077. The operation processing 40 first receives the out 
put from the Sensor circuit 1 as an input Vin, and the input 
Vin is converted into a digital value by the A/D conversion 
processing 41. To the digital value is applied the output 
regulation processing 43 for absorbing individual irregulari 
ties in the Sensor characteristic, and the resultant is defined 
as an original Signal S0. Thereafter, the inequality linear 
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ization processing 44 is applied to reduce the pulsation error, 
and an integration procession 48 is applied by the flow rate 
value, and a correction Signal S1 is attained. Thereafter, 
output signal Selection processing 49 Selects the input Sig 
nals S0, S1, and the output format, and outputs as a 
frequency fout and a Voltage Signal Vout. In connection with 
this, communication processing 25 that receives signals 
from the engine control unit, for example, the SCI signal 
executes to Select the output with or without the inequality 
linearization processing, and to Set and modify the param 
eters inside the regulating parameters 47. AS the regulating 
parameters are modified, the output result is varied and the 
pulsation influence can be varied. It becomes possible that 
the engine controller evaluates the result again, and makes 
a feedback So as to attain an optimum result. If the real time 
adjustment of the pulsation error is realized in this manner, 
even if the engine or the intake System is changed, the 
matching operation can easily be carried out. This embodi 
ment does not execute the Signal compression, etc., with the 
non-linearization processing. In this case, the integration 
processing 48 further diminishes the pulsation Signal to 
thereby Save the Signal compression, etc. The processing 
inside the digital error regulation unit 2 may be realized by 
different digital processing means Such as a controller for 
controlling the throttle. The engine control unit may include, 
in addition to the A/D converter 51 illustrated in FIG. 1, a 
Storage means Such as a ROM and a hard disk, and may store 
to control the conversion expressions in the digital error 
regulation unit 2. With this System configuration, the same 
effect can be achieved. 

0078. According to the embodiment, even when the 
pulsation error is varied due to the change of an engine or 
intake System, it is possible to easily reduce the pulsation 
error without giving a big change to the intrinsic character 
istic of the intake System and the Sensor. As a result, it is 
possible to Shorten to a great extent the development term of 
the measuring System, etc., of an engine intake System. 

0079 Next, the fifth embodiment of the invention will be 
described based on FIG. 21. This shows a case in which the 
input Signal is separated by digital Signal processing into a 
dc component and an ac component, and a correction is 
applied (inequality linearization processing). 
0080. The operation processing 40 receives the output 
from the Sensor circuit 1 as an input Vin, and the input Vin 
is converted into a digital value by the A/D conversion 
processing 41. To the digital value is applied the response 
recovery processing 42 as needed. Thereafter, the output 
regulation processing 43 for absorbing individual irregulari 
ties in the Sensor characteristic is applied. Next, as the 
inequality linearization processing 44, the Voltage to flow 
rate conversion processing 441 that converts a Sensor Volt 
age Signal into a flow rate is applied to obtain a flow rate 
value. The flow rate value is separated into a DC component 
and an AC component by DC-AC Separation processing 
444. Then, the smoothing processing 442 modifies the 
pulsation characteristic of the AC component, and the flow 
rate Sensitivity conversion processing 443 compensates the 
DC component. And, both the components are Synthesized 
again to enter the non-linearization processing 45. 
0081. To vary the average value in pulsations by the 
regulating parameters is realized by varying the character 
istic of the Voltage to flow rate conversion processing 441 in 
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the same manner as the first embodiment and the Smoothing 
processing of the AC component. Here, the DC-AC Sepa 
ration processing 444 is implemented by executing digital 
Signal processing (DSP), Storing Sampled digital data for a 
certain time (buffering), and extracting the distinction of 
waveforms, etc. According to this embodiment, the arith 
metic operation processing increases, however the regula 
tion of errors can be performed more Selectively to the ripple 
frequency, and the regulation accuracy of the pulsation 
errors can be enhanced. 

0082) Next, the sixth embodiment of the invention will be 
described based on FIG. 22. This shows in the same manner 
as the former case, a case in which the input Signal is 
Separated into a dc component and an accomponent, and a 
correction is applied (inequality linearization processing). 
However, the difference lies in that the separation of the 
Signal components is first executed, and then the response 
recovery processing and the Voltage to flow rate conversion 
processing are executed. In the inequality linearization pro 
cessing 44, the DC component remains intact, but the AC 
component is given the response recovery processing 42, 
and the resultant is converted into a flow rate value by the 
Voltage to flow rate conversion processing 441. Thereafter, 
the flow rate Sensitivity conversion processing 443 is applied 
as needed. Even when the pulsation amplitude is especially 
Small, the regulation of the AC component can be performed 
with a good Sensitivity, Since the AC component is separated 
in advance, thereby enhancing the total accuracy. In case the 
pulsation occurs very rarely, since the sensitivity compen 
sation is not executed to the DC component, the calculation 
errors can be reduced accordingly. When the compensation 
is carried out by Separating the input signal into the DC 
component and the AC component, both cases increase the 
calculation load, however the contents of the inequality 
linearization processing may be Selected. 
0083. In any embodiments described thus far, the mea 
Suring errors in pulsations can be reduced, and employing 
any of them for controlling an engine will enable a high 
accuracy control, which reduces exhaust gas and improves 
fuel consumption. 
0084. The application of the flowmeter in the above 
embodiments to a gas flow detection of hydrogen gas of a 
fuel cell and so forth will achieve the same effect. 

0085. According to the invention, the pulsation errors can 
easily be reduced without Sacrificing the basic characteristic 
of a Sensor output from a thermal type flowmeter, and a user 
of this Sensor is able to easily regulate the pulsation errors. 
The measuring errors in pulsations can also be reduced, and 
the use of the flowmeter for controlling an engine will 
realize a high-accuracy control, thus reducing exhaust gas 
and improving fuel consumption. 

0086) While the invention has been described in its 
preferred embodiments, it is to be understood that the words 
which have been used are words of description rather than 
limitation and that changes within the purview of the 
appended claims may be made without departing from the 
true Scope and Spirit of the invention in its broader aspects. 
What is claimed is: 

1. A flowmeter comprising: 
a detection element that outputs a non-linear Signal cor 

responding to a flow rate, and 
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a regulation means that regulates an output Signal of the 
detection element for controlling, 

wherein the regulation means executes output regulation 
processing that regulates irregularities of the detection 
element in the output Signal, and inequality lineariza 
tion processing that regulates an average value of the 
output Signal after the output regulation processing by 
means of regulating parameters. 

2. A flowmeter as claimed in claim 1, wherein: 
the regulation means executes first conversion processing 

that converts the output Signal into a flow rate Signal by 
means of a first conversion expression according to a 
characteristic between a flow rate and an output Signal, 
and Smoothing processing that varies an amplitude of 
the flow rate Signal after the first conversion process 
ing. 

3. A flowmeter as claimed in claim 2, wherein: 
the regulation means executes Second conversion process 

ing to a flow rate Signal after the Smoothing processing 
by means of a Second conversion expression that is 
used to regulate a flow rate Sensitivity based on a 
relation between the first conversion expression and a 
reference flow rate. 

4. A flowmeter that detects a bidirectional flow rate 
including a reverse flow, as claimed in claim 2, wherein, 
with regard to the first conversion expression according to 
the characteristic between the flow rate and the output 
Signal, at least a characteristic of one direction of charac 
teristics between flow rates of both directions and the output 
Signal is different from a characteristic between the refer 
ence flow rate and the output signal. 

5. A flowmeter as claimed in claim 2, further comprising 
a means to recover a response of an output Signal before 
regulation. 

6. A flowmeter as claimed in claim 1, wherein the output 
Signal by the detection element contains a pulsation char 
acteristic, and a regulation means is provided which Selec 
tively outputs a regulated pulsation characteristic and a 
non-regulated pulsation characteristic. 

7. A flowmeter System comprising a flowmeter as claimed 
in claim 1, and a controller that executes an engine control 
by using a signal from the flowmeter. 

8. A flowmeter system as claimed in claim 7, wherein a 
Signal from the controller modifies the regulating parameters 
of the regulation means. 

9. A flowmeter system as claimed in claim 7, wherein the 
controller is provided with a Storage means that Stores the 
first and Second conversion expressions. 

10. A flowmeter comprising: 
a detection element that outputs a non-linear Signal cor 

responding to a flow rate, and 
a regulation means that regulates an output Signal of the 

detection element for controlling, 
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wherein the regulation means executes output regulation 
processing that regulates irregularities of the detection 
element in the output signal, Separation processing that 
Separates a dc component and an ac component con 
tained in the output Signal after the regulation process 
ing, and inequality linearization processing that Sepa 
rately regulates average values of the dc component 
and ac component contained in the output signal by 
means of the regulating parameters. 

11. A flowmeter as claimed in claim 10, wherein: 

the regulation means executes first conversion processing 
that converts the output Signal into a flow rate Signal by 
means of a first conversion expression according to a 
characteristic between a flow rate and an output Signal, 
and Smoothing processing that varies an amplitude of 
the flow rate Signal after the first conversion process 
ing. 

12. A flowmeter as claimed in claim 11, wherein: 

the regulation means executes Second conversion process 
ing to a flow rate Signal after the Smoothing processing 
by means of a Second conversion expression that is 
used to regulate a flow rate Sensitivity based on a 
relation between the first conversion expression and a 
reference flow rate. 

13. A flowmeter that detects a bi-directional flow rate 
including a reverse flow, as claimed in claim 11, Wherein, 
with regard to the first conversion expression according to 
the characteristic between the flow rate and the output 
Signal, at least a characteristic of one direction of charac 
teristics between flow rates of both directions and the output 
Signal is different from a characteristic between the refer 
ence flow rate and the output signal. 

14. A flowmeter as claimed in claim 11, further compris 
ing a means to recover a response of an output Signal before 
regulation. 

15. A flowmeter as claimed in claim 10, wherein the 
output signal by the detection element contains a pulsation 
characteristic, and a regulation means is provided which 
Selectively outputs a regulated pulsation characteristic and a 
non-regulated pulsation characteristic. 

16. A flowmeter System comprising a flowmeter as 
claimed in claim 10, and a controller that executes an engine 
control by using a Signal from the flowmeter. 

17. A flowmeter system as claimed in claim 16, wherein 
a signal from the controller modifies the regulating param 
eters of the regulation means. 

18. A flowmeter system as claimed in claim 16, wherein 
the controller is provided with a storage means that Stores 
the first and Second conversion expressions. 


